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WHEN LOVE DIES

Words by PERCY EDGAR

Music by HERMANN LEOPOLDI

Moderato

VOICE

1. "Love is the flower of an hour," so poets say,
   Bloom-ling a-while a-last to fade and die:

2. Love, like the lilt of a song, brings joy a-while,
   One ling-ring chord, and then the song is done:
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Cupid too oft will love and ride away, A tear or a
Eyes seeking love, in other eyes may smile, Then one jesting

smile— and then a long "Good-bye." One heart is glad, one heart may feel re-
word, and Love per-chance is gone. One fond embrace, one kiss be-fore we

great— One will re-mem-ber, and one will for-get;
part— Fing-ers en-twin'd, dear, and heart close to heart;
Love's one day Rosemary—the next day Rue,
Whisper again to me before you go.

2nd verse alternative
When true love dies somebody's heart dies too.
That you are mine, sweet-heart, because I know.

REFRAIN
Valse lente

When love dies Every joy departs,
Nothing they say can
bring back the sunshine To breaking hearts.

When hope flies Then bitter tears are shed; Life ever seems just empty dreams,

When love is dead.
Reinald Werrenrath - America’s Premier Baritone Says:—

Duna is without doubt one of the most effective songs I have ever known. Without a “cheap” line in it, it has that wonderful appeal that reaches the heart of every listener. The day I received that song I shall always count a most fortunate one for me.

John McCormack, Francis Rogers, Cantor Joseph Rosenblatt and scores of other leading singers enthuse over this most charming song of recent years

The Words by Marjorie Pickthall
The Music by Josephine McGill
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THIS ENCHANTING MELODY IS ONE OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS FOUR INDIAN LOVE LYRICS

SPECIALY FEATURED IN "THE SHEIK" MOVING PICTURE under the Title of

PALE HANDS I LOVED ITS RARE BEAUTY ATTRACTED UNIVERSAL ATTENTION

KASHMIRI SONG

Words by
LAURENCE HOPKINS

Music by
AMY WOODFORDE-FINDEN

Modo assai con molto sentimento

Pale hands I loved beside the Shalimar, Where are you now? Who lies beneath your spell? Whom do you lead on Rapture's roadway, far, Before you agonise them in fare-well.

Before you agonise them in fare-well?

Pale hands I loved beside the Shalimar. Where are you now? Where are you now?

*Gardens.
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